
Vintage Bit CryptographyB. Christianson and A. ShafarenkoUniversity of HertfordshireWe propose to use a Random High-Rate Binary (RHRB) stream for thepurpose of key distribution. The idea is as follows. Assume availability of a high-rate (terabits per seond) broadaster sending random ontent. Members of thekey group (e.g. fAlie, Bobg) share a weak seret (at least 60 bits) and use itto make a seletion of bits from the RHRB stream at an extremely low rate (1bit out of 1016 to 1018). By the time that a strong key of reasonable size hasbeen olleted (1,000 bits), an enormous amount of data has been broadast(1019{1021 bits). This is 106 to 108 times urrent hard drive apaity, whihmakes it infeasible for the intereptor (Eve) to store the stream for subsequentryptanalysis, whih is what the intereptor would have to do in the abseneof the shared seret. Alternatively Eve ould reord the seletion of bits thatorrespond to every value of the weak shared seret, whih under the aboveassumptions requires the same or greater amount of storage i.e. 260 � 103. Themembers of the key group have no need to apture the whole stream, but storeonly the tiny part of it that is the key. E�etively this allows a pseudo-randomsequene generated from a weak key to be leveraged up into a strong genuinelyrandom key.The stream observation time given a 10Tbit/se broadast rate is only 106 to108 seonds, or a week to a few months. Over this time the shared seret is notused for any kind of ommuniation and so the only possible threat is insuÆientkey storage seurity, whih is present in any ryptographi sheme. It is interest-ing that in our approah the passage of time strengthens the resulting key: thelonger we wait before the key is used, the less hane there is that any relevantpart of the stream is present in a storage faility anywhere in the world, due tothe sheer mass of data. This is, in a way, opposite to the standard assumptionof ryptographi strength, that keys beomes weaker with time. Aordingly, weall this system Vintage Bit Cryptography.It is interesting to note that vintage bits are not a hostage to future teh-nology development: the ability to reord more data per unit ost in futurehas no inuene over the present time: vintage bits not reorded now will notbeome available later. Nor does leaking the weak seret ompromise vintagebits obtained earlier, provided the time di�erene is suÆient to overwhelm theapaity of attaker's stream storage. In partiular, shemes suh as EKE [2,4℄ an be used to leverage the initial weak seret into a strong pseudo-randomseed without fear that subsequent development of quantum omputers (allowingthe easy solution of disrete logarithm puzzles) will expose previously obtainedvintage bit keys.Beaon systems have been proposed before [9, 12, 10℄, partiularly in on-netion with satellites [13℄. A traditional beaon implementation based upon a



geostationary satellite would make the key distribution system available over awide area at a very small ost to a onsumer. But at present digital broadastsatellites lag far behind optial �bre in terms of bandwidth, transmitting only onthe order of 10Gbits/se, although this rate will inrease with the use of highermirowave bands.A satellite solution whih ould prove more interesting is a swarm of miro-satellites in a Low-Earth-Orbit (LEO). Suh satellites ould be equipped withan array of tuned silion lasers that transmit on a number of wavelengths, andwith physial random bit generators that ontrol the lasers. Importantly, noradiation protetion is required in this ase. Indeed, the spaeraft need nothave any proessing power sine all it broadasts is random digital noise. LEOsatellites ould be tiny: less than a ubi deimeter undeployed size, with a smallprodution and deployment ost: spae sree (rather than dust).Anyone with a few tens of thousands of dollars to spare an already havemiro-satellites launhed using a non-governmental spae operator. These satel-lites an keep orbit for years without thrusters and an maintain their orientationby purely passive means. The overhead passage for one of these raft would last20-30 min, so a ontinuous RHRB stream at terabit rates would require a hun-dred spaeraft or so. Using a polar orbit one an ensure that the ontinuousstream is available anywhere on the planet, and that the area of onsistent ob-servation (where all ground observers an see the same satellites at the sametime), is of the order of 1000km aross, whih makes it quite suitable for Euro-pean appliations in partiular. The XORing of streams produed from severalsatellites launhed by mutually distrusting parties eliminates the need to trustany individual raft.However optial �bres are an attrative alternative to satellites, and ourprimary interest in this paper is with very high bandwidth �bre-opti beaonsystems. The �rst implementation issue to onsider is feasibility.A single optial �bre an already arry more than 1Tbit/se with a bit-errorrate (BER) better than 10�3 using an appropriate ombination of WavelengthDivision Multiplexing and Optial Time Division Multiplexing. Low BER is a keygoal of onventional �bre opti ommuniations, but this very tough restritionis not an issue for us. Transmission errors are easily mitigated against by usinga simple protool based on FEC and ryptographi hash funtions:A �! B : P jQwhere K = K1jK2jK3 are the vintage bits reorded by A: K1 is the eventualshared seret with B, K2 and K3 are used as one-time pads;h is a strong hash funtion, P = K2 � h(K1);and F is a forward error orretion funtion, Q = K3 � F (K1jK2).The protool sueeds if B's alulated value for h(K1) based on the valueof K1jK2 reovered from Q agrees exatly with the value for h(K1) reoveredfrom P . Note that the message P jQ an be sent over any open, moderately non-lossy hannel: no endpoint authentiation is required, and data integrity is anissue only if we are onerned with denial of servie attaks. In partiular, if themessage is broadast, the identity of Bob need not be revealed.



Beause low BER is not a onsideration for vintage bit ryptography, we areable to propose the use of heap optial �bre tehnology whih is not suited tothe mainstream ommuniation industry. This provides an attrative (heap!)alternative to the optial �bre systems already being used for key distribution inindustry, whih use very low bit rates and quantum tehnology. These quantum-based systems make eavesdropping detetable, but ome at a very high ost[6{8, 14{16℄. This form of quantum tehnology also depends ruially on thephysial integrity of the optial able: it eliminates passive eavesdropping butavoiding the man-in-the-middle attak requires at least a weak form of end-to-end authentiation for the side-hannel, whih imposes onstraints similar to theinitial sharing of a weak seret in our proposal.Ensuring the integrity of the ommuniation path from a shared beaon isproblemati with �bre-opti tehnology (in ontrast with satellites). One simplepossibility in the ase of a point-to-point link is to o-loate the beaon with oneof the partiipants (say Alie), as may be done in the quantum key agreementsenario. However a more interesting ase is where we wish a single beaon on a�bre opti loop to be shared by all the loop nodes. In this ase we would like toredue the integrity requirement to reliane merely the integrity of the beaonitself, and not that of the �bre opti medium.One possibility in this ase is for lients to pre-share a weak seret with thebeaon (or more aurately with a o-loated trusted server). As they olletvintage bits to share with eah other, Alie or Bob uses this weak seret togenerate bits shared with the beaon servie, over the same observation periodand using the same protool. The protool between Alie and Bob now sueedsonly if the vintage bits shared with the beaon have not been tampered with:if they are orret then the real beaon is the soure of the bits shared betweenAlie and Bob. Otherwise the bits are orked and should not be used. Thebits shared with the beaon an be disarded, or used to update the weak seretshared with the beaon. Optionally, the beaon servie, sine it is trusted anyway,an be used to share an initial seret between Alie and Bob in ase they havenot already been introdued.However it may be a disadvantage for a beaon protool to require per-lientstate to be kept at the server end, and individual ommuniation between eahnode and the server along the side hannel. An alternative is to use a variationof a Merkle-type protool [3℄, ombined with an additional lower-bandwidthauthentiated broadast by the server. In this ase, whenever Alie and Bobollet vintage bits, at least one of them also takes a larger random sample ofthe beaon, at a rate of order 1 in 108{109. The beaon server also erti�es (forexample by publi key signature or hash pre-image [1, 11℄) a random sample ofthe broadast taken at a similar rate, whih it publishes following suÆient delayto guard against the possibility of a replay attak. The beaon an sample bloksrandomly, rather than individual bits. Alie or Bob an now guard against a falsebeaon by verifying (say, more than 80% math) suÆiently many of the bitswhih by hane our in both server and lient samples over the ourse of theolletion period.



The number of shared bits inreases linearly with the size of the samplebeing olleted. Sampling at a rate of 1 in 108 for a base transmission rate of10Tbps will thus require the beaon to ertify about 1Gbyte per day. (If Aliealso samples at the rate of 1 in 108 then over 80 Merkle bits will be shared perday.) There would be no tehnial diÆulty for the beaon to send this amountof data down the optial medium given the terabit rate of the system. Thebeaon sample should be broadast along with a suÆiently long hash, whihis signed for authentiation. However there is no real-time restrition on thebroadast of the signed hash, whih may take plae o�ine. The lients needto know that the beaon was authenti only before they ommit to using thenewly olleted shared key, whih as we indiated above takes a few weeks toa few months. This time sale also makes it feasible to employ authentiationbased on physial seurity (e.g. the delivery of physially authentiated reordson tamper-evident media to the lients' sites) as an alternative.The trust assumptions in our �bre-opti approah are very limited, and arenearly the same as those of the ompeting quantum approah: the beaon has tobe trusted to be authentially random, and a man-in-the middle attak must bedeteted by end-to-end use of a weak seret. However we make no assumptionsabout the physial integrity of the �bre-opti link.While the idea of ryptographi use of a beaon is not in itself new, previouswork has tended to fous upon satellite implementations. The threat model forthe �bre opti ontext introdued here is rather di�erent to that for the satellite,and the rami�ations of this should lead to interesting new developments.Referenes1. R. Anderson, F. Bergadano, B. Crispo, J-H. Lee, C. Manifavas, R. Needham, \Anew family of authentiation protools," Operating Systems Review, 32(4):9-20,(Otober 1998).2. S. M. Bellovin, M. Merritt, \Enrypted Key Exhange: Password-Based ProtoolsSeure Against Ditionary Attaks," Proeedings of the I.E.E.E. Symposium onResearh in Seurity and Privay, Oakland (May 1992).3. Brue Christianson, David Wheeler, \Merkle Puzzles Revisited { Finding MathingElements between Lists," Seurity Protools 9, LNCS 2467: 87-90 (2002)4. Brue Christianson, Mihael Roe, David Wheeler, \Seure Sessions from WeakSerets," Seurity Protools 11, LNCS 3364: 190-205 (2004).5. Xuhua Ding, Daniele Mazzohi, Gene Tsudik, \Experimenting with Server-AidedSignatures," in Proeedings of Network and Distributed System Seurity Sympo-sium (NDSS'2002).6. N. Gisin, G. Ribordy, W. Tittel, and H. Zbinden, \Quantum ryptography," Rev.Mod. Phys. 74, 145-195 (2002).7. S. C. Gobby, Z. L. Yuan, and A. J. Shields, \Quantum key distribution over 122kmstandard teleom �ber," Appl. Phys. Lett. 84, 3762-3764 (2004).8. R. J. Hughes, G. L. Morgan, and C. G. Peterson, \Quantum key distribution overa 48 km optial �bre network," J. Mod. Phys. 47, 533-547 (2000).9. U. Maurer, \Conditionally-perfet serey and a provably-seure randomized i-pher," Journal of Cryptology 5:53-66 (1992).
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Vintage Bit Cryptography(Transript of Disussion)Alex ShafarenkoUniversity of HertfordshireThis may be a highly ontroversial talk, beause this is an area where thingsare periodially redisovered. But in the proess of reinventing it, I think we'vefound a few interesting protool issues, and a few interesting tehnologial issues,whih make it worth revisiting.What's the idea of vintage bit ryptography? It's not an established term,it has other names, but the key idea is that a quantity of information too largeto be stored anywhere on this planet is e�etively an unusable seret. What's aseret? A seret is something that nobody has a opy of, or no bad guy has aopy of, right. Certainly nobody has a opy of this seret beause it's too large tobe opied, and it's unusable for the same reason. So the key priniple is: publitransmission of the unusable seret, with subsequent private seletion of a smallusable sub-seret. So serey omes from two things, the fat that you an't storethe whole thing, and that you don't know whih random seletion of it has beentaken.James Heather: How an you transmit the thing if it's too big even to storeit? Reply: By generating it randomly. It's too big to store, but it's not too big totransmit over a signi�antly long period of time. The amount of information toolarge to be stored is tehnology dependent; this whole approah is tehnologiallydependent. In a si-� world, if you have 1020 bits of storage on a PC, thisapproah doesn't work, at least at the transmission speeds that we have availableat the moment. But the interesting thing is that the paper by Mithell 1 goesbak to 1995, and he gives some �gures about the ost of storage, transmissionrates, et, and the �gures that we have today still support the priniple. Tenyears in this area is a huge amount of time.So here are some assumptions. I think the assumptions of this method aremore important even than the method, beause there are several variations. The�rst assumption is the availability of an open authentiated hannel between allmembers of the key group. We're talking about key distribution: this protoolis used for agreeing a seret key within a group of people. So they need to havean authentiated hannel, whih doesn't have to be seret, on�dential, it ouldbe an open hannel. The seond assumption is that the publi broadaster hashigh entropy, so is genuinely random. If it doesn't have high entropy then it anbe ompromised easily by knowing the information basis of the broadast fromwhih the whole broadast an be reonstruted. If you an ompromise theauthentiated hannel, then the original approah ollapses, so in that approah1 Referened in the position paper.



you need to seure the authentiated hannel very well. (We'll show later howto remove that assumption.)So how is it done? The original method was to publily agree a long observa-tion period, then Alie and Bob ollet a random seletion of m bits eah, andthey don't tell anybody whih bits these are as they ollet them. Then they usethe open authentiated hannel to hek whih bits are ommon between them.Now if you do the sums then you will see that quite a lot of bits that they olletare ommon between them; if they ollet m bits eah out of the M that arebroadast then the number of bits that they have in ommon is about m2=M .These bits form the seret key. They openly tell eah other whih positions theyhave in ommon beause the large unusable seret is already gone, it an't bestored, and if you didn't know whih bits to ollet you wouldn't have olletedthem.If there's an intereptor, Eve, then she also has her own random seletion,say of n bits. These bits would have bits in ommon with both Alie and Bob,but the proportion of those would be small, assuming that M is suh a hugenumber that you an't ollet that many bits, so n would be muh smaller thanM . So Eve doesn't get very muh; for pratial purposes Eve gets nothing atall with a high probability. This is wonderful beause no seret ommuniationbetween Alie and Bob takes plae, and yet they've agreed a ommon seret key,and nobody an interept that, and the only thing that we need to seure is anopen authentiated hannel.The �rst thing that omes to mind is that this is not a very salable proedurebeause if you have lots of pairs of users exploiting the same publi broadast |and the publi broadast is an expensive thing, so you would want to share that| then what's the probability that an arbitrary user an interept the privatekey of a pair that he doesn't belong to? We all know about the birthday attak,so this is not a small number neessarily, and the publi soure is expensive sowe would like lots of people to share that.Now with protool issues, the original paper admits that if the open authen-tiated hannel is there then you an use DiÆe-Hellman and agree a privatekey, so what's the point of having a publi broadast? There is a point, still,beause DiÆe-Hellman may in the future be broken (quantum ryptography, allthe rest of it), and the proposed sheme is free of all that, it gives you genuinelyrandom keys. However, if you do have an open authentiated hannel of goodquality, you an assume at least that DiÆe-Hellman will not be broken over theobservation period, whih in the original paper is one day. Also it's one day soyou're not short of time; you an spend an hour of that day to run a reallyhuge DiÆe-Hellman, whih is hard to break even if you have some trik up yoursleeve. And the omplexity of DiÆe-Hellman is linear in the size of the key. So,maybe all you need to do is to have a ommon seret, a small shared seretbetween Alie and Bob, and use that for a ommon random seletion, then youdon't need to rely upon the ollisions between seleted bits, and so that makes itunneessary to use any protool subsequently, you just share a seret, and afteran observation period you have a strong key whih is ommon to Alie and Bob.



Another reason to make this assumption is that an open authentiated han-nel (in the absene of the trusted third party, publi key infrastruture, and allthe rest of it), does involve sharing some sort of seret, so a shared seret isalready assumed in a way. If you don't want to use publi key ryptography,why not use the shared seret for a ommon random seletion.But there's a muh greater problem. In fat it is, stritly speaking, insupera-ble in the sheme that's being proposed. It is impossible to prove that the publibroadast has suÆient entropy. A bad guy an replae the publi soure bya random number generator, note the seed of the random generator, wait forthe shared seret to be used to ollet a strong key, and then use the randomgenerator again to reover the strong key ompletely. And it is impossible forthe broadaster to prove that it is genuine, that it doesn't use any random,pseudo random generator, and it is possible to disprove by the user. So you needa tehnologial solution. I an't see any kind of ryptographi solution here.Another problem is the fat that high bit rate soures (and we need onefor publi broadast here), are prone to errors. So Alie and Bob will not haveexatly the same bits from the same random seletion; they will have a large keywith a high proportion of bits ommon, but some not: maybe up to 10% errors,if we use the tehnology that I will touh upon later. So you need some sort ofprotool to agree a ommon key when you have almost oinident bit strings.Well in fat it's not diÆult. Here's your bit key K = K1jK2jK3 that you'veolleted from vintage bits. The part that you want to be the shared seret keyis K1, then you sari�e K2 and K3. Alie alulates a forward error orretionhek-sum F (K1jK2) based on her value of K1jK2. That FEC hek-sum wouldbe suh that it ould orret a large number of errors | it has enough redun-dany. We don't want to dislose any information about the seret key so AlieXORs the FEC with her value of K3. This may not be the same K3 as for Bob,beause K3 also has errors. But fortunately the forward orreting algorithmsdo not require you to have a lean hek-sum; a hek-sum an also have errors,and that doesn't prevent their reovery. All you need to be worried about is thatthe strength of the error orreting algorithm is suÆient to reover from errorsin both.OK, so A �! B : FEC(K1ajK2a)�K3a. If the strength of error orretionis suÆient then B an ompute A's value for K1, and this is the shared key.Now we need to verify that it's the same key, that the error-orretion hasworked. We an do this at the same time as removing the requirement for anauthentiated hannel by inluding a strong ryptographi hek-sum, so A �!B : h(K1a)�K2a. If the �rst step worked then Bob has the same value as Aliefor K2, so he an reover Alie's value for h(K1) and ompare this with the hashof his own value for K1 whih doesn't have to be the same for Alie and Bob. Soat the end of this the protool either fails, beause there were too many errors,or it sueeds. Now the tehnology that we'll talk about a bit later is reliableenough that you an almost guarantee that it always sueeds.OK, so what's the tehnology? I ollaborate with one of the leading �bre-optigroups in the world, I think. At Aston University they've got a huge experimental



set-up worth millions, and they also do lots of theoretial researh, and so Ialled them up three days ago and said that I needed something fast, and notneessarily reliable. They said, well that's a problem, we an give you 5 terabytesper seond, but no better than 10�3 bit error rate. I said, I'm happy with 10�1bit error rate. They said, well that may be 10 terabytes per seond, but we won'tgo further than aross the Atlanti. I said, I don't mean aross the Atlanti, Imean loally, between the main headquarters of the bank, and the branh, maybe200 kilometres. They said, well we haven't researhed that, maybe 100 terabytesper seond. They just split the optial range in the �bre in 2000 hannels, andthey send 5 gigabytes per seond down eah hannel, and they're very worriedabout interferene between di�erent hannels. If I want a random stream then Ineedn't be worried about that, beause it an't get less random due to that.Audiene: I just want to query the idea that it an't get less random. If youhave the sort of interferene where one hannel is ompletely wiping out anotherhannel, then that would make it less random.Reply: Ah, that's not what happens. What happens is that the bit errorrate, whih is normally 10�6, beomes 10�2. It's a non-linear medium, highlyunpreditable, and there's also noise from ampli�ers, from repeaters, from allsorts of things; there's a huge amount of tehnology sitting behind it.So that's very interesting for them, nobody asked them before for a bad �brewhih is fast, people usually ask them for a good �bre, and don't mind it beinga bit slow.The other problem that they �nd with optial �bres is that they're bursty,errors ome in lusters. We absolutely don't are about that either, beause wemake a very rare�ed seletion, we take one bit out of 1017.So what's feasible storage? People from the Grid projet an orret me, butlast time I heked. . . there's this European ollider projet whih requires theomputational grid to store ollision data from a year's worth of observation,and they rekon to need 10 Petabytes, and that's huge. OK, let's assume 100Petabytes is unfeasible, just for the sake of the argument. Then the question is,how weak is the weak seret? If the weak seret is very weak, then I an justdo the observation for eah value of the seret, instead of observing the wholestream. Basially if you have N bits in the broadast, and you need k bits of key,then assuming that you have a good random generator, you need log2N � log2 kbits of weak seret. Even under aggressive assumptions 60 bits would seurevintage-bit ryptography. What's 60 bits | a 10 harater password. They anshare a 10 harater password, then after the observation period they an publishthat password, right, beause you an't go bak in time and ollet those bitsthat you needed to have olleted.George Danezis: So how ould you atually generate good randomness ofthe publi broadast?Reply: Oh, well, just use a resistor, heat it up, and trigger some digitaldevie, you will get good randomness; I promise you an't repeat it.



Mihael Roe: I know that type of devie, and it turns out to be quite hardto get an aeptable number of random bits out of them beause it ampli�es allkinds of horrible things and you end up having a sort of driven osillator.Ross Anderson: That's a separate engineering problem about whih muhis known, but the way I see this as you present it, you're not atually doingbroadast randomness, you're really ompeting with the quantum rypto guys,who say, give us a �bre from London to Geneva, and we'll send you a key. Thatis what makes this di�erent from Maurer.Reply: Yes, yes, that's exatly right. I have a slide about that at the end,beause there's more than one very interesting tehnology that �ts the vintagebit sort of senario.We need a ountermeasure for the low entropy problem. What an we do?We an use a reetor instead of a publi soure, so eah guy in the key groupgenerates their own randomness at a smaller rate, if you have a thousand users,then you just generate one thousandth of the publi broadast bandwidth.Mike Bond: What do you mean by reetors? Are they an abstration?Reply: No, it's a physial devie. The reetor just ombines streams fromthese soures.Mike Bond: So it's a mirror?Reply: No, it's a transponder essentially. It takes information from all thesehannels, whih are di�erent wavelengths on the same �bre, for instane, andthen interleaves them. If it doesn't have enough soures it an interleave somerandom soures as well, of it's own doing. The more users you have for thissystem, the better it works. That's one half of it. The other half is a monitoringloop, eah of the users omputes mutual information between the bits that weresent to the reetor, and the bits that were reeived in the same positions.Suppose there's a random interleave, for instane, using a publi formula, so weknow where our bits are. The reetor an't guarantee that these bits will beintat, beause there are users that will ollide with those bits, or there may bealso some random ontent that will ollide with this, but we an measure theamount of mutual information, and if it drops below the ritial level we anraise the red ag, after the observation period. The ruial thing here for safetyof the ryptographi solution is that we don't ommuniate at all during theobservation period, beause we want to make full use of the huge shared seret.OK, now just note that neither the reetor, nor the hannels to the reetor,are trusted. This doesn't matter; you an interept everything, you an forgeanything you want. Beause of the monitoring of mutual information, you willbe found out eventually. It's statistial of ourse, it's all probabilisti.Now quantum key distribution has been mentioned, and Toshiba is sellinga solution; it's no longer in the lab, it's a produt. You have a piee of �bre,and a tehnology that guarantees that a single photon emitted by the soure isreeived by the reeiver without anybody interepting it. If somebody intereptsit, this will be deteted. The ost of this tehnology is tens of thousands of euros,depending on what you buy, per user. It has a reasonably high performane |it atually transmits about 100 seure bits per seond, whih for ryptographi



appliations is quite a large number. Brue drew my attention to the fat that itis atually quite prone to the man-in-the-middle attak, just ut the �bre, get theman-in-the-middle, you're done. That's why they need integrity and end-pointauthentiation on the side-hannel. You ould ontinuously monitor the �bre,using all the other measures that you an take to prevent man-in-the-middle,but if you an do that then you don't need quantum key agreement in the �rstplae. In fat we all know a power failure goes a long way in these shemes!There's also talk about satellites. Why an't we have a satellite broadasterup in the sky and use it as a soure of vintage bits? In fat we an't. My �rstinstint was to use a TV broadast satellite, it's got about a thousand TVhannels, eah hannel around 2 Megabytes per seond, so this is in the order of10 Gigabytes per seond. The problem is that all the ontents of the broadastis reorded somewhere, and if you need a seletion you just go bak in time andask the ontent providers to give you a opy. However, there's new and exitingtehnology alled UWB, you probably have heard about it, beause it's goingto be used for PCs, short-range ommuniation, but it is partiularly good forsatellites.We are oming to the period in tehnologial development where the term\frequeny" will fall out of use. Now the ontent will arry itself, there's noarrier. What will happen is, you will have pulses of eletromagneti energy,200 pio seonds in length (that's a very short pulse), with a duty yle about64K, so there will be 64K slots, on average, between two pulses. The amountof energy that aumulates in one pulse is suh that if you just onsider thesepulses, you ould hear them at the end of the solar system. But beause youhear noise in between, you an't hear them. So the same priniple applies, thepulses are positioned aording to some sort of random sequene, if you knowthat sequene you an hear. By the time you've raked the password you'vealready missed all the bits, so it works on the same priniple.Now if you don't want a geostationary satellite being used as a soure forreasons of entropy (beause it ould be ompromised, an evil government anontrol it), then to get free of this problem you an have a swarm of miro-satellites on Low-Earth-Orbit. You have a satellite orbiting the earth not veryfar up, like 100 kilometres, and now the earth will rotate underneath. Now ifyou have, say, 40 satellites here, in the same orbit, then what happens is thatyou will always have a satellite overhead. The footprint of this sheme is aboutthree or four hundred kilometres and within that area all the users will see thesame satellites. Now eah miro-satellite an be ompletely dumb, it ould bemass produed, it doesn't even have to have any kind of intelligent eletronis,or radiation protetion, beause all it needs to do is reate digital noise |not analogue noise beause that's hard to deal with, but digital noise. Now toompromise this sheme, you would have to ompromise a signi�ant number ofsatellites beause users an XOR several of them. You an have not 40, but 400,in that orbit. They are the size of a grapefruit and the ost of launh is about10,000 euros per kilogram, whih is ompeting with the quantum distribution�bre-opti solution from Toshiba. The satellite itself will be free, though, beause



it has no intelligent satellite guts in it. It's just a simple eletroni iruit, whihatually is faulty as well, beause it's not radiation proteted; but that's OK, youan't get more random than random. And I don't think this is ompromisableby any kind of realisti means. In siene �tion you just y your spaeship toeah of the satellites and replae it, but sine NASA traks all satellites the sizeof grapefruit and above, this will be known; if you just touh it, it hanges orbit.OK, onlusions. Over the last ten years, the storage to speed ratio has nothanged muh. We an still do vintage bit ryptography, and that enouragesme to suggest that maybe we will be able to do it for the foreseeable future.Despite the fat that I've shown two shemes, I don't think satellites are agood solution beause of the ost of management impliations, and trust issues.However, I must say that a �bre-opti broadaster is entirely possible, to theextent that we're going to onstrut one, with the guys from Aston University,and demonstrate it.Brue Christianson: We think we an underut the quantum �bre optiprodut.Ross Anderson: You don't need a broadaster, you need a �bre-opti link?Reply: Yes, a broadaster in �bre-opti, so there will be one soure and lotsof reeivers along the same �bre.Mike Bond: Sorry, did you assert earlier on that your sheme is invulnerableto man-in-the-middle in the same way as the Toshiba sheme is, or that it isn't?Reply: I did assert it given that we have a reetor on the soure. The �rstexperiments will be with the soure, then we'll try and engineer a reetor.Mike Bond: Using able utting between people and the reetor, why an'tthe attaker assemble everybody into a virtual subnet with 49 other imaginarypeople, and 50 reetors? So everybody talks to their own reetor, and 49 otherfake people?Reply: The amount of mutual information that the key group reeives fromthe reetor is known by alulation. We monitor what the reetor throws atus, and any random sample from any other people...Mike Bond: But eah person's monitoring their own?Brue Christianson: I understand what you're saying: the hannel overwhih the protool runs | you remember the XOR and the forward error-orreting sheme | that's not over �bre-optis, that's end-to-end overage.Ross Anderson: You need some authentiation somewhere.Brue Christianson: Yes, you do, but so do the quantum people. Youneed to know that you're listening to the orret soure. This typially involvesa onventional side-hannel.Ross Anderson: Whih brings us bak to the problems of having the au-thentiation end-to-end. We know the quantum rypto guys have di�erent waysof doing this, by looking at hashes of sub-streams they reeive and hekingthat the hashes are the same; presumably at least one type of bootstrap frompassword will do that. You an't do it many times from the same passwordthough.



Brue Christianson: The key point is that the quantum people have thissame problem, and there we an use the same tehniques that they're using. Theyhave to have a weak shared seret for authentiation. For the next authentiation,we an use some of the new strong seret.Reply: Atually the ommuniation between Alie and Bob doesn't need tobe authentiated at all, it only needs to be authentiated if you want to dealwith denial of servie, for no other reasons.Brue Christianson: Yes, that's true.Mihael Roe: Don't you also have to know that the seret that you end upwith is shared with the person you think it's shared with, rather than with theattaker?Ross Anderson: The authentiation there is impliit, beause the authen-tiation is not going to work if you hose di�erent sub-streams of the randomsoure. What you're demonstrating here then is yet another way in whih to par-lay a weak shared seret into strong authentiations, namely using your meh-anism of very long bit streams, and transmitting sub-streams with their errororretion bits.Brue Christianson: Unlike the quantum people, we get that for nothing.Ross Anderson: OK, so you should bring out in the paper that you havegot yet another alternative to EKE.Brue Christianson: Yes, that is a good point. I think the other pointworth making is this: the �rst step is for users to get from the weak seret to astrong seret, and then to use the strong seret where they would have otherwiseused the weak one to authentiate. That way they an do it as many times asthey like.Ross Anderson: Yes, OK. So perhaps what one ought to do is write thisout formally as a paper, and point out that you've got an error orretion-basedprotool for authentiation.Brue Christianson: Yes, that's a good way of putting it atually, beausethat makes the novelty lear.Audiene: A seond question I had was about your storage requirementassumptions. When you said 100 petabytes, I remember doing sums for a look-up table for DES, whih was about 500 petabytes for a single iphertext. I wasthinking, gosh, I wonder if the NSA has got 500 petabytes. My question is,given the speial requirements of keeping the data just long enough to be able tolook bak and get the bits you want just in time, ould there be any speialisedstorage, for instane, like the equivalent of merury delay lines set at solar systemsale, or ould you send it all into spae?Brue Christianson: Or use slow glass2.2 Bob Shaw, Light of Other Days, Analog, August 1966. In the story the refrativeindex of slow glass is about 1:5 � 1019, as light takes 10 years to travel a quarterof an inh. Lene Vestergaard Hau et al, Nature 397(1999) p 594 desribe real slowglass with an RI of 3�1010, about 120 feet per hour. However for real slow glass theprodut of delay with bandwith is �xed for a given ross setion, so it is still worthinvesting in a piture window, rather than a single thin �bre.



Mike Bond: Just keep it spinning in opti-�bres for long enough.Brue Christianson: Or boune it o� a deep spae probe, and send it bakagain.Reply: The observation period is not neessarily limited to one day; thelonger it is, the more insuperable the aquisition problem beomes.Mike Bond: What's the regional range for satellites at the moment, pre-sumably only a few light hours?Brue Christianson: There's some probes that have already left the solarsystem. And maybe aliens will reet our broadasts bak at us3.Reply: You won't get my signal bak. This is my �rst attendane at a seu-rity protools workshop, and Brue warned me to expet intelletual paranoia.But this is paranoia on a galati sale. You need a 70 metre deep-spae networkdish to ommuniate with something that's that far.Brue Christianson: The key point is that you need to have alreadylaunhed the probe some time ago.Reply: Yes, the whole strength of this approah is that it is retrospetive,all of it, yes.Brue Christianson: The advantage of this approah is that magi buttonsinvented tomorrow don't help the attaker against bits you have already laiddown.Reply: Exatly, you need a time-mahine to break this; we ould all ittime-mahine seurity.Jolyon Clulow: I'm still not lear what the di�erene is between this andMihael Rabin's proposals for a eet of satellites.Brue Christianson: Well, we didn't say muh about the �bre-opti asein the talk4, the short answer is that the threat model is di�erent for �bre opti.But in all ases the trik that makes it work is that you an't store all thepotential key material at one.Ross Anderson: So what preisely are the seurity semantis of strings thatare too long to store? We've seen now several examples of things that we ando with them. Suppose you have got an Orale, whih is privileged over normalmortals in that it has in�nite memory, what speial triks an we make thisOrale do, what sort of new omplexity tasks an you onjure up to keep thetheoretiians busy for the next 30 years?Reply: What a wonderful thought, that's a good question to end on.
3 Probably starting with the BBC Third Programme.4 Largely beause we hadn't yet �led the patent appliation.


